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BETTER CULTURES

“This was the best presentation of this kind that I have ever
seen. Thank you!”
– General Manager
Chicago Blackhawks
“Adam got a standing O. Can’t get any better than that!!!!!!! I can’t
tell how many people have praised Adam’s talk today. The
feedback has been fantastic! Thank you, Adam, for delivering
above and beyond our expectations. You nailed it. So much so
that many people have asked me for your PowerPoint deck.”
– Director of Learning & Professional Development
Avison Young

“Phenomenal,
wonderful,
relevant,
customized,
best I’ve ever
hired”
– Event
Planner
Pilgrims

“This truly was one of our most successful events to date. As I had predicted, I already got
asked whether you would be interested to speak at our annual conference. So, keep an eye
out for something in the upcoming months.”
– Vice President of Programs and Board of Directors
Project Management Institute, West Coast Chapter
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Our purpose at KreekSpeak Business Solutions is to energetically deliver unique insights, novel education
and grounded coaching to positively impact human and business development around the globe.
We live the following values and incorporate them into everything we do:

GENEROUS IMPACT

LOVING A CHALLENGE

PURSUING EXCELLENCE

We give our full heart to our clients to
make the maximum impact on
organizational cultures and the
individuals that drive organizational
success.

We look for growth in the hard places.
We are no strangers to hard work,
perseverance and grit. We give the
extra effort to get the job done on
time, on budget, zero harm.

Being great is not a destination, but a
continuous habit and discipline. We
look to get better and be better every
day in every way.
This means:

This means:
• Taking the extra time to talk to a
client, fan or professional whenever
possible
• Always looking for ways to add
more value to clients, events and
cultures
• Reaching out with extra resources,
just because it feels like the right
thing to do
• Offering free exercise sessions, and
getting moving with coaching clients

This means:
• Our first response to any creative
idea is, “Yes. Let’s explore this
more.”
• Experimenting regularly and trying
new ideas and techniques
• Welcoming the satisfying
exhaustion that comes from
delivering good service with good
ethics and good values
• Looking for the right ways to inspire
interactivity during presentations

• Regularly looking for ways to
increase administrative
competence and productivity
• Finding great clients that inspire
our best work
• Building a support system outside
of our regular business network
that supports our organizational
goals
• Enduring bad days and bad weeks
and learning from failure to make
future days and weeks better

FREE

FITNESS
SESSION
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GOLF TOURNAMENT
19th Hole 250 meter Rowing Challenge

Adam Kreek is more than an Olympic Gold Medalist: he’s a successful
entrepreneur and a well-respected executive coach who continually defies the
odds. Written for hungry professionals who love achievement, The Responsibility
Ethic shows you how to master 12 essential principles of self-leadership that
have fuelled Kreek's incredible accomplishments—despite numerous setbacks. By
learning from a critically acclaimed presenter (he delivers more than forty events
per year), you’ll gain the tools and techniques that also work for many other
successful leaders.
A powerful guide, Kreek draws on his eight years of intensive Olympic training, his
near-death ocean expedition, and his career as an executive coach and corporate
trainer to teach you winning strategies to overcome adversity and take
responsibility for your own success. In The Responsibility Ethic, Kreek combines
compelling narrative with powerful insights and effective exercises that will drive
you and your teams forward.
Join hundreds of thousands of leaders who have benefited from Kreek’s insights
and learn to upgrade your mindset, develop high-performing teams, manage
change, and maximize your leadership capacity.
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Attendees enjoy buying a book or
receiving a book from conference
organizers, and getting it signed.
Kreek’s book keeps event energy
and learning alive long after your
off-site is over.
Bulk order discounts are available.

ADAM KREEK
EXECUTIVE COACH • STRATEGIC CONSULTANT

KREEKSPEAK

STRATEGY
SOLUTIONS

Deloitte’s British Columbia region was looking for a way to
engage their consultants and provide opportunities for growth.
After a major client chose not to renew its contract, Adam was
contracted to deliver a change management seminar to help
consultants decide upon their next career choice.
Kreek was then retained to run a monthly leadership
development workshop for emerging talent.
This exclusive
process is designed by KreekSpeak Business Solutions to help
driven people identify their core values and link these to their
career aspirations for more aligned, sustainable success.
Leaders also learn skills necessary for increasing influence on
the organization, managing stress more effectively, increasing
the authentic power of their voice as well as manage and create
change.
Deloitte also contracted Kreek to lead a team building experience
for active, outdoor enthusiasts on the team. They participated in
a rowing pub and café crawl.
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KBS Client: 2019-2020
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Avetta is an emerging software company that is becoming a
powerhouse in supply chain risk management. They contracted
Adam Kreek to deliver his Gold Medal Safety keynote for a
customer engagement event in Banff, Alberta, then subsequently
brought him to Houston, Texas for another client engagement
event. Both events held book sales at the back of the room which
was highly engaging. Attendees enjoyed purchasing a book to
remember the energy and inspiration that was created at the
event.
Kreek also participated in after hours client-engagement
activities (Bowling, Golf Town).
After two successful events, the sales team contracted Kreek to
run a sales motivation speech and workshop. Beyond goals and
strategic deployment, Kreek spoke about the need for periodized
recovery alongside hard work, and the need to consciously
design work-life-self balance.
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KBS Client: 2019, 2020
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An emerging leader contracted Kreek to help with her storytelling and leadership style as she built capacity for Amazon Air,
Amazon’s cargo airline. She was referred to KreekSpeak though a
past client.
Unrelated to the coaching client, Amazon contracted KreekSpeak
to deliver a speech to the supply chain network within Amazon.
Business units within Amazon are very large, and leaders of each
business unit are given a high level of autonomy and
responsibility. Kreek was asked to empower leadership abilities
while also elevating the mindsets of risk, stress, planning and
effective execution.
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KBS Client: 2019, 2020
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TD wealth management held an annual training session to
provide economic updates, inspire top performers and
encourage information sharing and networking.
Kreek delivered a keynote on values, and why they are important
to sustaining performance. Attendees appreciated hearing about
Adam’s Happy Failures and Sad Successes, and many took
advantage of his Values Discovery workbook.
Attendees loved Kreek’s interactive experience, and left feeling
motivated, inspired and energized.
The head coach reached out to Kreek after this event to be
retained by TD to coach top talent in this organization, but Kreek
was unable to fit this into his schedule at that time.
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KBS Client: 2019
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Shell convenience stores hosted an event in London, England
where suppliers, sales teams, clients and convenience store
owners were all in attendance. Shell needed someone who could
relate authentically with a diverse and global audience of
individuals and inspire a collaborative spirit. Adam lead the
group through tools and strategies of teamwork, leadership and
growth after failure, while empowering trust and collaboration in
a competitive marketplace.
Before the conference day began, Adam led conference
attendees Fitness Program, and participated in client
engagement events.
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KBS Client: 2017
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Raymond James hosted a series of professional development
workshops across the USA and Canada for its top performers.
Kreek delivered motivational keynotes in Vancouver, Denver,
Boca Raton, Atlanta, Chicago and Toronto.
Participants received training in Kreek’s strategic planning
methodology, and participated in the optional early morning
fitness sessions.
Kreek received high ratings for each event, averaging between
4.7-4.9 out of 5.0
After the workshops Kreek wrote a few articles for the North
American agent newsletter.
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KBS Client: 2014, 2016, 2017, 2019
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MTU is a jet engine maintenance and repair organization
based in Vancouver, Canada. Adam provides executive
coaching for the CEO, and strategic facilitation for the
leadership team. In 2016, Adam and the leadership team
set an ambitious 4 year goal of obtaining a new commercial
partner. This would require retooling the organization for
new engine types, moving into a new facility, and upgrading
the culture of the organization.
In 2019, the company secured a new $40 million facility,
and began service of a new engine type. In 2020, the
company will relocate to their new facility, refine their repair
and maintenance abilities to secure a new commercial
partner. With effective goal setting, clear focus and shared
leadership, stretch goals become attainable.
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KBS Client: 2016 - Present
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Nicola Wealth was pursuing an aggressive growth strategy and
looked for a consultant to inspire educate the team.
Kreek delivered the following:
• His strategic goal achievement framework
• Concepts on shared leadership and teamwork
• Why we need to step up, if growth is to continue
Each high-performer left with a copy of Kreek’s book, the
responsibility ethic.
The partners were extremely pleased with the results and its
impact upon the culture of the organization.
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Kreek is currently an executive business coach for a member of
this team, helping him to achieve his goals and manage his team
more effectively.
KBS Client: 2019
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Microsoft has a number of emerging leaders who are self
motivated and highly engaged. Adam delivered a leadership
seminar to cultivate leaders’ creativity and influence. Event
organizers provided copies of Adam’s book, The Responsibility
Ethic, for each attendee.
In 2014, Microsoft UK hosted a conference in Toronto, Canada, to
empower and inspire their sales force and technicians. The
challenge was to build more trust between team members,
prospects and clients.
Adam delivered multiple keynotes with tools and strategies for
sales and engagement building.
Adam has also spoken to Microsoft Latin America and Microsoft
USA in Miami and Orlando Florida.
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KBS Client: 2014, 2016, 2017, 2019
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INTEGRATED NICKLE OPERATIONS

Every year, the Integrated Nickel Operations holds a proactive
annual safety day for team leaders, engineering managers,
contractors and subcontractors. Management sought ways to
keep the message of safety alive, relevant and a non-negotiable.
Adam crafted a safety message that was both relevant and
compelling.
Because stress was also a concern at the mine site, Adam also
facilitated a stress management workshop where managers and
leaders learned eight tools for positively harnessing stress.
Adam toured the mining facility and joined the senior leadership
team for a dinner designed to reward emerging leaders.
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KBS Client: 2018
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Hamilton Health Sciences is a network of seven unique
hospitals and a cancer centre in Ontario, Canada that
contracted Adam to present at their annual professional
development retreat.
The topic? Shared Leadership.
Drawing on experience as a Champion for the Canadian
Men’s Health Foundation, his Olympic & Adventure
expeditions, and his decade of executive coaching, Adam
delivered a program filled with peak health strategies,
mental health best practices, and tools to enact influence
within an organization, regardless of status, rank or title.
Interested members joined Adam for an outdoor fitness
program following Adam’s keynote.
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KBS Client: 2016, 2017
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Cerium Networks is an IT consulting firm based in Idaho and
Washington State. KBS was contracted to design and facilitate a
full day workshop for 120 leaders. Adam tailored a workshop
designed to:
1. Enhance culture to achieve more Work-Life-Self balance
2. Better understand the structure of the organization
3. Better understand colleagues, roles, departments
4. Break down silos
5. Create positive energy, and a “Wow” effect
Attendees left inspired, with more knowledge of self and a better
sense of how to set boundaries in personal and work life to
achieve the balance and results they desire.
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KBS Client: 2018
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BARTON
ASSOCIATES
THE LOCUM TENENS EXPERTS

Barton Associates is a Boston-based placement agency for
locum tenens in the USA. Adam was contracted to help
train leaders within the organization.
Adam led a full day workshop and leadership discovery
process exploring ideas including:
• Personal values, vision discovery and alignment with
organizational values and vision
• Differentiating between leadership and management
• Postive stress management
• Self-leadership and strategic career planning
• Delivering positive and negative feedback
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KBS Client: 2018
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Adam was hired to work with a small cohort of emerging leaders
being trained on site. Adam flew into the mine sites, toured the
facilities and delivered two tailored leadership keynotes. Adam
customized his presentations to reinforce the goals and values
of the organization and training.
Leaders gained confidence, and were empowered to influence
the organization from their position. Focus was renewed on selfleadership, teamwork and work ethic.
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KBS Client: 2019
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Adam led a strategic retreat for Eight CEOs of midsized
companies with revenues between $5 million and $50 million.
The day was highly active, with key moments of strategic
planning, and exploring work-life-self balance, and included:
1. Cold Ocean Plunge and Peak Performance Fitness
2. Rowing circumnavigation of 30 km
3. Work-Life-Self exploration
4. Building a four-year plan, “Think Long-term”
5. Creating positive energy, and a “Wow” effect
Retreat participants left energized, refocused, with enhanced
awareness of personal goals and a strategic framework.
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Knowledge First Financial had just undergone an
acquisition and changed its business model. The
independent agents needed to be emotionally prepared for
change and gain skills to cope with associated stresses.
The firm contracted Adam to deliver change management
keynotes and stress management workshops at four
regional conferences across Canada.
Adam helped to:
1. Achieve a desire to change
2. Increase the employees ability to change
3. Boost resiliency
4. Engage associates with Knowledge First Brand
5. Strengthen participant’s stress response
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KBS Client: 2018, 2019

Adam Kreek is one of North America’s top Management Consultants, and
Executive Coaches with degrees and certifications from Stanford University,
UBC Sauder School of business, and Queens Smith School of Business. A
guest lecturer at the University of Victoria, he teaches strategies and skills of
leadership, high performance and perseverance to corporate and government
teams globally through keynotes, workshops and online seminars. Long-term
clients on retainer include leadership teams from the Aerospace, Healthcare,
Nutrition and Clean Energy Sectors.
Adam has taught hundreds of thousands of people, but most importantly, Adam
walks the talk. A two-time Olympian, Adam holds 60 international medals,
including Olympic Gold, and multiple hall of fame inductions. While at Stanford
University, completing his degree in Geotechnical Engineering and Hydrology,
Adam helped to coach the Stanford Men’s Crew from their 17th place ranking to
Silver Medalists at the IRA National Championships.In 2013, Adam made the
first ever attempt to row unsupported across the Atlantic Ocean from Africa to
America, the subject of the NBC Dateline Documentary, Capsized.
In addition to his training and speaking, Adam writes on topics of health for peak
performance, and is a Champion for the Canadian Mens Health Foundation,
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where he shares insights to better personal, family and community health.

PEOPLE AND ORGANIZATIONS THAT WE’VE INSPIRED:
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•
•
•
•

Mercedes-Benz
GE Global Research
Raymond James USA
Lexus
Shell UK
General Mills
Bell Media
Panasonic
Bayshore Healthcare
Bell Media
Raymond James Canada
Ivanhoe Cambridge
Viterra
The Agromart Group

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Concentra Financial
Devon Energy
Manulife Financial
Mr. Lube
College Pro
Sobeys
HSBC Bank
DFH Real Estate
Farm Credit Canada
Ledcor
Aikins Law
ACR Artex
Bull Housser & Tupper LLP

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exchange Lab
Post Foods Corporation
Proline Management Ltd.
CDW
Tireland
Jackson Family Wines
Health First Network
PCL Construction
Make It Safe Conference
Canadian Reinsurance Conference
TrueBlue
Morneau Shepell
SAP

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Million Dollar Round Table (MDRT)
YPO British Columbia
EO Seattle
American Council for Technology
American Dental Association
Chartered Professional Accountants (CPA) Ontario
Project Management Institute (PMI)
55 North
BICSI
American Student Dental Association
TEC – Executive Coaching and Peer Mentorship
Global Workspace Association
United States Fish and Wildlife Service
US Department of the Interior
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